5-HT and human anxiety. Evidence from studies using acute tryptophan depletion.
There is abundant evidence that serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) is involved in anxiety in both animals and humans but there is conflicting evidence for the precise role it plays. Acute tryptophan depletion provides a technique for investigating a global reduction in brain 5-HT function and we have investigated its effect on anxiety in drug-free panic disorder patients and normal volunteers. We found little effect on general levels of anxiety but it enhanced the effect of a panic challenge using 5% carbon dioxide (5%CO2) in panic disorder patients. The effect in normal volunteers was less clear with no overall effect following 5%CO2 challenge or the psychological challenge of a simulated public speaking task. These results are discussed in relation to the literature and are broadly supportive of the hypothesis that 5-HT acts to inhibit panic anxiety at the level of the periaqueductal grey but facilitates general and conditioned anxiety at the level of medial temporal lobe structures.